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PowerX launches ultrafast EV charging business “PowerX Charge Station” 
Up to 240kW of ultrafast charging powered by renewable energy 

10 locations by Summer 2023; over 7,000 locations nationwide by 2024 
 
Tokyo, Japan / October 27th, 2022 - PowerX, Inc. announced the launch of the "PowerX Charging 
Station," the ultrafast*1 EV charging network powered by Hyperchargers, its proprietary battery-
integrated ultrafast EV chargers. PowerX Charging Station will enable EV users to charge with up to 
240kW of power output using renewable energy. The company will launch ten charging stations in the 
Tokyo area by the summer of 2023, mainly in Tokyo, and expand the number of charging stations to 
7,000 nationwide by 2030. 

 

 
The year 2022 has been dubbed the 'first year of EVs’ in Japan's automotive industry, with automakers 
entering and investing in the EV market and achieving record numbers of orders. On the other hand, EV 
adoption in Japan trails far behind that of Europe and the USA. One of the causes is the overwhelming 
lack of public EV charging facilities, particularly the ultrafast chargers with at least 100 kW of output to 
enable short-time charging. PowerX aims to ameliorate the problems faced by EV users by expanding 
ultrafast charging infrastructure in Japan, starting with 10 locations in the Tokyo area in 2023 and 
followed by a nationwide roll-out. In Japan, most people in metropolitan areas like Tokyo live in apartment 
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buildings or other housing complexes. Those housing complexes usually only have a single or very few 
shared EV charging spots per complex, making it difficult for EV owners to leave their cars charging for 
hours. Thus, access to public fast chargers will need to expand in order to support en-route charging.  
 
Each PowerX Charging Station features ultrafast EV chargers developed and produced in-house in 
Japan. Each charger is equipped with a 320 kWh storage battery and a high power output of up to 240 
kW. The built-in storage battery can store electricity from renewable energy sources such as solar power 
and recharge EVs with the stored power. Installation of the chargers is also quick and easy as no high-
voltage contract nor complicated construction is needed - the charger can be charged simply by 
plugging it into a standard commercial 200V outlet. Furthermore, the EV charger's storage battery unit 
can be leveraged as an emergency power source in the event of a natural disaster or grid power failure. 
 
■EV charging with PowerX Hypercharger 

 
 

Intending to deploy Power Charging Stations to 7,000 locations nationwide by 2030, PowerX has now 
started assessing the deployment of Power Charging Stations in prime locations in the Tokyo area, 
including Marunouchi Trust Tower, Tokyo Midtown, Narita International Airport, starting from the 
summer of 2023. PowerX has also entered into a strategic alliance with ITOCHU Corporation to expand 
the charging station business by leveraging the ITOCHU Group network. To reach the target of 7,000 
charging stations by 2030, PowerX will continue to expand PowerX charging stations to convenient 
locations with high charging demands, establishing a nationwide charging infrastructure and providing 



the most sustainable and convenient EV experience with 100% renewable energy charging. 
 
■Benefits of PowerX Charging Station 
・Ultrafast charging: short charging time with up to 240kW power output 

・Renewable energy charging: full-charge EVs with clean energy 

・Reservation: users can search and reserve EV charging in advance 

・No time limit: full recharging is possible without any time limit 

・Prime location: available in metropolitan areas, tourist attractions, and other areas with high demands 

・Usability: intuitive UX flow (reservation and payment) via the smartphone app 

 

PowerX is looking for business partners throughout the country to expand the ultrafast EV charging 

infrastructure together. If interested, please contact us via the PowerX Charging Station website 

(https://power-x.jp/en/charger_station/).  

 
*1 PowerX defines ultrafast charging as from 100kW, commonly referred to as hyper-fast or ultrafast charging overseas. 
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